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THE REAGAN ADMINISTRATION'S EO.POLICP' t

I am pleased"to have been invited to SPeak,toC'you this

,

afternoon on."The Reagan Administration's,EFO Policy." Because

your principal,area of interest focuses'on enforcement activities
t

in the employment ai-ena, I will rgsist the natural temptation

to
1

begin with a catalogue of the kaministration's major accomplish-

/
. .

ments on other civil rights' fronts. Let me simply make note of the
...-

fact that Our enfordement record to date is an enviable one that
.

')v

demenstrates an exceedingly high '-- indeed, in many respectg =

unprecedented -- level of activity. We have, for exAmple, attacked

discralination in schoolg, voti ng and parks in Chicagb; employment

.-

.discrimination in Milwaukee-and Virginia; voting discrimination in
..

,

%
. .

, Mobile and Dallas County, Alabart housing qiscrimination in Cicero,

Illinois, and California; p6lice brutality, in New Orleans; Klan

violence in Greensboro, North Carolina; and sex discrimination in
_

last? firms, police departments., and in American subsidiaries of

.

foreign businesses, to name just a few highlights.
I.

To the extent that we have been portrayed as uncaring and

ingensitive, as lacking commitment, and as retteating on..ciyil

rights, our critics have rested their accusations on the broadest
,

of generalities, ignoring the facts and steering.clear of the

actual record. Employment is but one case in point, as-my remarks

this afternoon will demonstrate; but no one should conclude from

the limited focus of the discussion that follow's that the rebuttal

,to similar charges in, all other areas of civil tights
)

enforcement

is any less forceful.

7
6 , I
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With that brief .introduction, let me turn to the matter

at hand. It is by now no great revelation that a fixed and ,

guiding principle of this Administration is that race is an

impermissible basis on which to allocate resources or penalties.

Our mission at the Justice Department indeed our statutory and

consti,tutional duty -- is to pursue.relentlessly the erad ation

of race and sex discrimination in all of its forms in th S country

the subtle as well as the not so subtle. The ideal of equal -

justice under'law compels the elimination of race and gender.

.as standards of evaluation. Each individual in society deserves:

to be judged on his or her talents alone, without regard to

gender or skin color, and no person who is innocent of wrongdoing

should be made to suffey the sting of rejection solely because

of another's

ConstitutiOri

race or sex. These are the principles on which the

and federal laws in this country are founded, and

we are dutybound to see to it that they are upheld without

compromise.

Attorney General Smith left no doubt about this Administra-

tioh's commitment to the principle of equal opportunity as early as

May, 1981, when he stated in his speech to the American Law Institute:

"[Ijn a just society, government musi't not require either racial

balance or racial separation -- and government must not guara'ntee

any irid.ividual a result based upon his or her race." Those words

obviously have equal force with regard to matters of sex.

This has been the central theme of the'Just Department's

Title VII enforcement actiNities. As you know, the Department's
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principal responsibility in this area concerns public employment,

that is, state and local government employers. ,when I first asstmed

my position as Assistant Attorney General,.there were a sizeable

number of public employment cases already pending at the Civil

Rights Division,,either in an investigatory stage or.in actual

litigation. .The approach taken with regard to the question of

liability in each of those matters has remained the same throughout

my tenurd -- proceeding on precisely 'the terms advanced by my

predecessors.

Thus, contrary to the charge often voiced by-bur critics,

no policy shift has occurred in our treatMent of "class action"

litigation -- more accurately described as "pattern or practice"

suits. ,
We have commenced and continued such actions in the same

manner as before, and we have recovered large amounts of money on

behalf of,:all ident.ifiable victims'o.the unlawful disctiminatory

practices. The back pay award of $2,750,000 obtained last year by

the Civil Ricrts Division againgt Fairfax County, Virginia, on

behalf of 685 women and blacks who were Vidtims of discrimination,

was the largest Title recovery against a public employer --

both in terms of the number of dollars involved and the number

of individual beneficiaries -- in the history of the Department.

And, in a separate employment discrimination case involving the Nassau

County polite department an Long Island, New York, we secured a beck

pay award of Sl,

Thete are other,

00,000. Nor do"these two dases stand alone.

similar examples I could point to of s^ignificant
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/
relief we have obtaimed in "pattern and practice" cases on behalf

.,

of those vifyimized by discriminatory conduct.

Another popular misconception that should be laid to rest

is that we have abandoned statistical analy

1

es in determining

--,i)iability. That, too, is simply not the ca. .The'Supreme Court in
--

4

Griggs v. Duke power Co., 401 U.S. 424 (1970), and its progeny

set a clear course to be followed in establishing 'a Title VII

. violation.. We take those decisions as we find them and apply the

law in each case in accordance with Supreme Court precedent.

Both disparate.treatment and disparate impact analyses are used in

our litigation efforts, and' statistical evaluations are a regular

part of our investigations and trial preparation.

From this it follows -- again contrary to some reports --

that we look for discriminatory effects in the employment field

no.less than for discriminatory intent. Where a disparate

impact on minorities or womeh can be shown as aUesult of an

employer's hiring and promotion practices, the burden in our

cases -- as in those involving private employment, -- shifts to

the employer to demonstrate that the adverse effects are job

related or based on validat4d selection criteria. The Department's

litigation strategy in this regard has undergone no change.

Our enforcement reco,d over the past two and one-half years

amply underscores .11e.strength of our commitment to equal employment

opportunity,' The Division is actively involved in over 100 employ-

ment discrimination lawsuits, including a number of outstanding
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decrees that we are monitoring. We have filed 15 new cases since

January 20, 1981, one of which is our case against the Town'of Cicero,

Illinois, where, for the first time ever, the Division combined in a

single lruit both housing and employmen discrimination claims.

There are, moreover, currently 23 ongoing investigations of employment

discrimination involving 36 state or local governments. And, we have

partic.ipated in pome 14 other employment cases in the Supreme Court.

Virtually all of this litigation activity fits the

traditional' mold. The discriminatory conduct we are challenging

is aimed at blacks, women, Hispanics and other minority groups,

and has the effect of excluding those individuals from the

workforce solerty-on account of race or sex. There thus is no

substance whatsoever to the politically motivated accusation that

we have abandoned the fight to eradicate smch exclusionary

practices from public employment in this country, That fight

goes on today, as it has in prior years, with equalAkintensity and

commitment. To be sure we have announced in three'cases that race-

based exclusionary practices against whites find no safer harbor

under the law. But disagr:eement with our stand in those three

matters hardly)ugtifies the wholesale condemnation that some have'

seen fie to level at the Administration's enforcement activity in

employment matters. Whether measured against a comparable

period in prior administrations, or simply assessed on its own

terms, the record we have compiled is an impressive testament to

the Admini'stration's ovierarching comMitment to equal employment

opportunity.

Vir
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The relief we seek in these cases also speaks eloquently

to that commitment. As in the past, the Department insists in

every case that the prior discrimination be enjoined and that'the

employer engage only in nondiscriminatory race- and sex-neutral

hiring and romotion pf.actices in the future. In addition, as in

the past, we seek as an element of Title VII relief the affirmative

remedies of backpay, retroactive seniority, reinstatement, and

, hiring and piomotion_priorities, for all individual victims of

discrimination in order to restore them to their "rightful place"

-- that is, to the,position they would have attained but for the

Aiscrimination. Moreover, this "rightful place" relief is, in

our view, available not only to those applicants turned away on

acdount of race or sex, but also to those qualified individuals,

shown to have been discouraged from ever applying for employment

because of their knowledge of the employer's unlawful discrimination.

Let me add just a word with regard tà this point. There

are those who insist that reliance on individual-relief for

identifiable victims is too harsh an approach, because few,who have

actually suffered can prove their claim of enCitlement to "rightful

place" relief. ,l'he available evidence, however\proves this thesis

to be wrong -- most likely because it fails to appreciate the

way in which ehe statute works. Once liability has tren established,

a presumption arises in favor of those claiming tO be victims. For

example,-minorities who have been denied employment or promotion

by use of a test that is not job-related need not prove affirmatively
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eoi-n each instance that their exclusion was thq result of illegal

di'scrimination. , Rather, the law presumes them to be entitled to
,

a

"make whole" relief, and restoration tO their rightful place in

the workforce, in the absence of a showing by the employer that

legitimate, nondiscriminatory considerat,ions explain the treatment

acciotded them. This presumption reflects a legislative judgment-

that the more subtle forms of discrimination as Well as the more'

obvious can and should be redressed. It is, however, presumptions

-- not preferences -- that are recognized in the law.

There is one final element in our Title VII rel=i.ef package.

Employers who have offended the nondiscrimination command of the

1964 Civil Rights Act are, under our decrees, required to make

special, affirmative efforts to recruit minority and female'workers

from those communities that had been ignored in the past, and to :

file periodic reports on the recruitment efforts. Such relief

is, as it must be, tailored to fit the violation, since-tnvirtually

every instance of unlawful employment Aiscrimination, the employer's

search for new employeeg has been confined -- geographically and

,otherwise -- in .a manner that ?eaches few minority and female
4

aPplicants. Such comprehensive outreach programs are designed,

to break that stranglehold, and force employers to make known

to the entire relevant labor market that employment opportunities

are available to all.qualified persons.



In a recent opinion approving a Justice Department conse't
t/

.

decreejoroviding fot the above'relief, a,federal district court

had this to sayl

The . . . Consent Decree retains the
requirement that the [employer] seek out and
recompense tbose whomay have been the ydctims
of pastssex and'race discrimination. It also,
requires, quite properly; that the [employer]
intensify its-recruitment of females.and blacks
in view of their.historical exclusion from! many
areas of .,. . work. But tbe decree makes
clear, in obediadce to statute-and the
Constitution, that employment decisions must not
be based on race and sex.

-

'whoever gets ahead in th4 (employer's
workforce) under this decree can rest assured
that he or sheA black or white, earned it on
merit. 1/

How effective have these "affirmative action" recruitment

requireMents been? We nowjiave a few preliminary results based

on some of the decrees enteredcduring theAdmd.nistration's first

year in'offdce. In those decrees, the Department and the employer

.undertook tp assess generally the likely .applicant flow that

might be expectgd in response to a vigorous recruitment effort.

"These projections -- expresbed in terms of recruitte nt goals, or

the likely percentage of qualified minority d female applicants

iaho would be n the available-pool of thOse4ligible for ire on .

a nondiscriminatory b4is -- have for the most part,beep

realized, and-in some in,stances exceeded, under our decrees. It

-

is undeniable that "affirmative action" recruitment'tequiremens

\

.

"when conscientiously TMPlemented -- produce greater numbers
.-

,

1/ United States v. Commonwealth of VirOnia:Department of-Highways
* -"Jnd Public Transportation, 554 F Supp. 268 (E.D. Va. 1983).

IU
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" of quafified minorities and women applying for employment. And,
.10

ta's would be expected, a nondisc iminatory hiring process brings

more of those applicants into the workforce.

There is, Under this approach, no resort to hiring quotas
1 ,

or numerical goals.. With that sib-called "affirmatiVe action"

featur9 removed, the employer no longer has a convenient ceiliag

to hide under. He now cannot 'hire a sef number of black and

female employees "in Order "to get the government off his back,'

and then ignore other blacks-'or women, who, by all objective

criteria, fully deserve employment. Nor by he same*logic can he

.pass over better qual/ ified white male appli ants in an effort
-

satisik, some predetermined hiring or promotion goal. The law in

thts'regard is wholly neutral and assigns no man or womam°an

advantage by reason of sex or skin color.
4

The Attorney General has-set forth the full legal argument

in support of this reading of both the Constitution and AtldVII in

the Govfrnment's brief in the New Orleans Police ca now pending

in the Fifth Circuit. The complaint i that .ction was iled in
A

.1973 . by thirteen named black police officers, and by appIic
A

. for appointment as police officers, in the'New Orleans Polite

Department (NOPD). Plaintiffs alleged that the Citrof NeeW

Orleans.and various other government defendants had engaged in

racially discriminatory empaoyment practites in violation Of,

inter alia, Title VII of the 1964,Civil Rights Act;,./42 U.S.C.
'11

§ 2000e et seq. Before commencement of grit, the parties submitted,
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for the' District Court's approval decree, governing

"virtually every phase of an officer's employment k:111 the 110PD."

543. F. Supp. at 68. The pioposed consent decree included,a,

provision requiring the promotion of one-black officer for every

white officer until blhcks, constituted 50% of the sworn officers

in all ranksoof the NOPD.

\Objections to the decre, particularly the one-to-One

*

promotion quota, were,f114j by classes of female 'officers, Hispanic

_offic rs, and white officers, Aich had been permitted to intervene

for the limited purpose of challenging the decree. The,district

we court approved the decree's extensive provisions pertaining to

recruiting, hiti-nsi, training, and testing, but refused to approve

the proposed one-to-one quota. A divided panel of the _Court of

4

Appeals fot the Fifth Circuit reversed, holding that the distria

court h d abahed its discretion in refusing to approve the proposed

prom tion quota.
N"

In challenging that panel decisiV, the Government has argued

that Secti9n 706(g) of, Title VII does not tolerate remedial.action by

loprts that would grant to nonvictims of discridination -- at the

expense bf.whol4 innocent employees or potential employees -- an

employment preference based sOlely on the fact that they_are members

of a particular-race. preferential treatment trEsed on r,ace was the

4

very practice that Coigtess sought to condemn by the statute,,and '

quOta.relief as a possible judicial remedy was explicitty'rejected
C

by the chief sponsors of the 1964 legislation. Mor4over, the

I.

44



history of the 1972 amendments.to the Act provides no support for

overturning the original legiskative intent..

'Accordingly, our'brief argues that th4 NOPD one-for-one

promotion quota, fashioned to,work to the advantage of one group

-- pot as victims of thp-original Aiscriainatoril Practfces but

solely asimembens of a particular race -- Whlle so obviously

disadvantaging other groups of innocent employees on account of
a

their sex or'skin color, must fail under any construction of the
X'

statute's remedial provision. It_is neither designed to "make

4
whole" individual vi7 ctims of discrimination nor calculated ep

adv'ance "equitable" remeviOal objectives. Indeed, its-principal

teature is remarkably "inequitable." And, as developed in our

New Orlearist.eVtef, wher ugh race-conscious inequities are

forMulated o approved by the government, including the Judiciary,

the equal protection guaranties of the United States Constitution

are offended.

Nor shourd the moral imperative of race- and sex-neutrality.

be lost ifl a discussion of legal principl4s. Race,or sex

discrimination, based,as it is on a personal characteristic that

is bbth,immutableand irrelevant to employment decisions, is

offensive regardless of which race or gender is victimized. It

is no answer to the victim of reverse discrimination to say that

'quotas lack the invidious character -- the stigmatizing effect --

of discrimination against minorities or women. The consequences

of race and sex discrimination are as real and as unjust no matter

1 3

A
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who is being victimized. As one Supreme Court Justice has puts

it: "no discrimination based on race [and I would 'add "sex"] is

benigh,,. . . no action disadvantaging a person because of his

[or her] color [and I would add "gender"). is affirmtive." 2/

.

Proponents of racial' preferences maintain that regulation

and allocation by race are not wrong per se; rather, they depend

for validity upon who is being regulated, On what is being

allocated, and on the purpose.of the arrangement. Thus, regulation

by race has been promoted as an unfortunate but necessary means

of achieving a truly race-neutral society. Race aust 6e considered,

'so the argument goes, "Hirt order to get beyond racism." 3/

)

'Where, it must be asked, is,the logic in this proposition?

Do'we prescribe alcohol to get beyond alcoholism? Nor should we

seek to remedy discriminati.on with discrimination. The late

Professor Alexander Bickel of Yale exposed the.folly of uch

reasoning. Writing in The Morality of Consent, he correctly pointed

aut (at p. 133): "The history of the racial quota is a history

of subjugation, not beneficence. . . . [The] quota is a divider

of society, a creator of castes, and it is all the worse for its

racial base, especially in a society desperately striving for an

equality that will make race irrelevant." No less a champion of

equal opportunity and individual liberty than Justice William O.

Douglas was equally contemptuous of race-conscious solutions. "The

2/ United Steelworkers of America, AFL-CIO v. Weber, 443 U.S. 193,
254 11979r(Rhenquist,07., dissenting):

3/ Regents of University of California v. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265,
407 (1978) (Blackmun, J. concurring).
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Equal Protection Clause commands the elimination of raciil barriers,"

-he said, "riot their creation.in order to stsfy our theory a,5 tO

how society ought to be organized:" 4/

That is precisely the pbint. Preferential treatment due to-
,

race or sex whether it serves to get an individual hired, prqmoted,

or r tained cuts against the grain of equal opportunity. That
[

-

uniqUely American i8eal has no greater tolerance for discrimination,

thalt favors minorities or womentlhan it does for discriminatory

behA ior that sittprks to their disadOantage. Whicheier way the-'

ill tilts, no quota system that restsion color or gender

dis Anctdons adds op to fairness, no goal demanding racial or

sexual preferences is worthy of attainment.

It is' on these -terms that the AdMinistratio6 has shaped

its equal employment opportunity enforcement activ.ities Over the

past two years, and it is on these terms that we will proceed in

the months.ahead. The results to date have been encouyaging.)

There is, I think, a far greater appreciation of the strengths --

both legal and moral in our position as a result of the public

debate that has been generated on th6 issue of raclal preferences.

Courts are beginning to look mOre carefully at thequestions raised.

And, it is becoming increasingly apparent to the citizens of this

country, both black and white, that our policies in this area

are driven not by any animus towards particular groups, as some

4/ DeFunis v. Odegaard, 416 U.S. 312, 343-44 (1974) (Douglas,
3., dissenting.)

1

.,t
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sommentators falsely suggest, but rather by an abtding fidelity to

the overarching.principle of fairness tb all individuals,- whatever

their race, color, sex, religion or national origin.

Simply put, we believe in the ideal of equal employment

opportunity. And that ideal requires that every person receive

an equal bpportupity for employment on the strefigth oChiS or

her individual merit. Any compromise of that command, by

resort to 'race- or'sex-conscious hirihgs, prpmotfons or lob

Therminations' -- whether the motives'be benign or.pernicious

cannot fairly be described as "affirmative."

,Thank 1)ou.

Dcr)-1-983-06
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